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Managing For Success 

PLANNING  ORGANIZING  LEADING  CONTROLLING 

Explain Model 

OVERVIEW – PLANNING & DECISION MAKING 

"Don't build a tower without first counting the cost." ~ Jesus 

“Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. Tactics without strategy is 

the noise before defeat.” ~ Sun Tzu 

What is planning? 

 IT IS NOT AN IDEA OR A GOAL!  

 Planning is establishing courses of action for self and others to ensure that 

work is completed efficiently. 

 The establishing of goals, policies, or procedures for an individual or a 

group of people. 

Why is planning important? 

 A person or a group of people can organize better, focus on the highest 

payoff, increase productivity, and adapt to change more quickly. 

 When planning to use resources most effectively, organizations do more 

with less reducing operating costs and increasing profitability.  

 Produces faster response time to execute the overall mission-to meet 

objectives and deadlines. 

 When done properly, it helps provide alignment with the values, mission, 

and vision of the organization 

 To help everyone prioritize. 

 Less waste of time of putting out “preventable fires.”  

 Eases stress for everyone involved. 

 Provides a means for structure, improves focus and morale.  
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5 KEY ACTIONS 

1. Prioritizing 

2. Determining Tasks and Resources  

3. Scheduling 

4. Leveraging Resources 

5. Staying Focused 

ACTIONS TO AVOID 

1. Moving From Crisis to Crisis 

2. Procrastination 

3. Setting Wrong Priorities 

4. Overcommitting 

5. Doesn’t Anticipate Risks and Opportunities 

6. Fails to Take Advantage of Available Resources 

7. Failing to Coordinate Schedule and Activities with Others 

8. Developing Elaborate Plans for Simple Assignments 

9. Resisting the Need for Changing Priorities, Plans, or Schedules 

when Necessary 

Stay married to the goal, not the plan! 

10. Emphasizing Plans and Efficiency at the Expense of Relationships 

11. Spending too Much Time Organizing and Never Getting Work 

Done 

Other Areas We Will Cover In This Workshop 

1. Tips to Assist or Kickstart Your Planning 

2. Recommendation of Further Workshops 

3. Recommended Books to Read 
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KEY ACTION #1 – PRIORITIZING 

 

“If you do the things you need to do when you need to do them, then 

someday you can do what you want when you want.” ~John Maxwell  

 

If you have more than one priority, none of them are! 

 

What is prioritizing? 

 Identifying and ordering important and less important activities and 

assignments.  

 Determining what is important and what is urgent and setting 

boundaries for both.  

Why is prioritizing important? 

 Enables everyone to focus on activities with the highest payoff.  

“The main thing is to keep the main thing the main thing.” ~ Bob Proctor 

 Ensures important work is completed, not just the urgent work. 

 Streamlines processes and eliminates the non-essential tasks. The 

right work gets done at the right time.  

3 Steps of Prioritizing: 

1. Identify critical tasks linked to your goals. 

2. Categorizing tasks based on importance and urgency. 

3. Knowing when to adjust priorities when necessary. Applying the 

Pareto Principle 
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Step #1 - Identify critical tasks linked to your goals. 

 To prioritize each activity, link you assignments to your goals. 

 List the long short- and long-term roles and responsibilities. 

 List the major assignments or tasks absolutely necessary to achieve 

the goal. (Write out everything you can think of before prioritizing the 

list. Example: Spit-balling-generate ideas and see what sticks) 

The following example is not meant to be in order of importance, though 

some may be. It is meant to be a guide to kick start the idea gathering 

process. It is good to have someone with you to share ideas and thoughts. 

You will prioritize them later based on importance and urgency. 

 

GOAL ASSIGNMENTS 

Increase Sales of New Product 1. Research Product Info –
KNOW YOUR STUFF! 

2. Educate Sales Team 
3. Advertise In-House & Public 
4. Good Sales Plan Execution 
5. Great Merchandising and 

Display  
6. Feedback Gathered 

Throughout Process –WALK 
SLOWLY THROUGH THE 
CROWD – Remove obstacles 
as you go! 

a) Communicate, 
Communicate, 
Communicate, 
Communicate, 
Communicate, 
Communicate, and 
COMMUNICATE! 

b) Meet with Advertising Team 
to Plan Timing and Venues 

c) Meet with Sales Team to 
Educate & Remove Obstacles 

d) Meet with Ordering Team 
e) Meet with Team to Plan 

Displays  
f) Review Feedback and Meet 

with Teams to Cover Results 
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GOAL ASSIGNMENTS 
Increase Attendance 1. Research – Know your past 

and current numbers 
2. Survey current attendees 
3. Survey community 
 

a) Research and gather both 
biased and unbiased 

information from every area 
of influence in your 

organization and 
community. Look for other 

successful organizations 
similar to yours and gather 

relative information. 

a) Meet with leaders to cover 
findings and ask for input 

b) Schedule follow up meeting 
to gather ideas to formulate 

plan 
c) Create an initiative based on 

mission and values of the 
organization to meet the 
needs found on surveys 

d) Communicate plan in every 
area of the organization 

e) Walk slowly through the 
crowd, communicating and 

removing obstacles 
GOAL ASSIGMMENTS 

Renovate building 1. Know current market value 
2. Know how your future renovation 

will relate to that value 
3. Determine the value of property 

desired for future based on use of 
and relative use of 

4. Gather estimates of time and cost 
for materials, labor, etc. 

5. Schedule meeting with all project 
managers to formulate timelines 
and coordination of projects 
initially and periodically.  

6. Communicate plan to everyone 
involved on all levels after 
determining the method of 
communication. 
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Step #2 - Categorizing tasks based on importance and urgency. 

 Create a list with at least two columns. One for important and one 

for urgent. 

 Prioritize your tasks by distinguishing those that are critical versus 

those less important. 

 Rank the importance of the task. 

 Determine whether it is important or urgent. 

A, B, C, D Model 

 Urgent Not Urgent 
Important A 

DO IT NOW 
 

Spending too much 
time on these activities 

can lead to constant 
crisis management 

 
 

?? 

B 
DO IT SOON 

 
Most people need to 
spend more time on 
these activities. They 
are proactive and can 

prevent crises.  
 

?? 

Not Important C 
DO “I” REALLY NEED 

TO DO IT? 
 

Most people spend too 
much time (more than 

half of their day) on 
these reactive 
activities; they 

mistakenly believe 
they are important just 

because they are 
important. 

 
?? 

D 
DON’T DO IT 

 
Time spent on these 
activities is wasted.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

?? 
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Examples 

DO IT NOW 

 Working to meet a project 
deadline 

 Repairing Equipment 

 Responding to a medical 
emergency 

 Addressing customer or 
volunteer complaint 

 Preparing for a presentation 
or meeting 

 Elimination of safety hazard 

DO IT SOON 

 Planning project or 
assignments 

 Networking 

 Acting on new opportunities 
to meet goals 

 Preparing for future events 

 Developing backup plans 

 Coaching others 

 Participating in development 
activities 

DO I REALLY NEED TO DO IT? 

 Handling routine 
interruptions (drop-in 
visitors, email, phone calls 
and messages 

 Working to complete 
unimportant reports 

 Unnecessary meetings 

DON’T DO IT 

 Reading junk mail or email 

 Unrelated to work phone 
calls 

 Socializing 

 Procrastinating 

 Indulging in escape activities 
such as surfing the web and 
social media 
 

 

 Apply the Pareto Principle as much as possible: 

 Spend 80% of your working time on the 20% of your priorities. 

 This applies to tasks and especially with your time spent 

with your team.  

 Always remember you have a team to rely on and to 

delegate to. 

 Spend 80% of your coaching and development time with 

the 20% of your team; your top performers and 

influencers. 
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 Invest in them with the clear intention that they do the 

same for their top 20% of their team. 

 Determine what only you can do that others can’t or 

shouldn’t do and delegate the rest, giving support as 

needed. 

 Always check to make sure your priorities reflect: 

 You and your department’s goals and objectives. 

 The organization’s vision, values, and mission statement. 

 Your manager’s priorities-avoid the building of “silos.”  

Step #3 - Knowing when to adjust priorities when necessary. Applying the 

Pareto Principle 

Over time your to-do lists will change. New assignments will be added and 

old ones eliminated. New challenges and needs will arise. 

This does not mean automatically putting new demands at the top of your 

to do list. Be flexible but stay the course to meet the goals and objectives 

on time.  
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KEY ACTION #2 – DETERMINING TASKS & RESOURCES 

 

“I will seek wisdom. I will listen to the counsel of wise men.” ~ Andy Andrews 

 
Determine project requirements by breaking them down into tasks and 

identifying types of equipment, materials, and people needed. 

 

After prioritizing your assignments, develop a plan for completing each 

assignment and this involves identifying required actions and resources. 

Don’t rely on only yourself. Get others involved.  

 

5 Steps for Determining Tasks and Resources 

1. Gather information to determine assignment/project requirements. 

2. Break down assignments into discrete or specific tasks.  

3. Anticipate resource needs. 

4. Coordinate with inside team members as well as other departments. 

5. Anticipate and plan for risks and opportunities. 

 

Step # 1-Gather information to determine project requirements. 

 Helps to confirm details that need to be addressed and actions to be 

coordinated. Sources of information should include: 

1. Project originator – the person who wants it done. 

2. Team members. 

3. Experts – inside and outside of the organization. 

4. Peers and colleagues 

 Critical information falls into four categories: 

1. Assumptions – Predictions and conclusions about factors vital 

for the plan’s success. For example, people make assumptions 

about economic growth, outside and inside obstacles, how 

long it will take, etc.  
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2. Guidelines – Organizational standards, policies, and practices. 

For example: Safety practices, communication practices, work 

hours, pay scales, etc.  

3. Resources – Inquire about staffing, budgets, equipment, 

supplies, technical expertise, or facilities needed.  

4. Actions – Are the things need to be done to carry out the plan. 

Recommendations about projects, activities, assignments, and 

tasks. Others will think of things you may have forgotten. 

Step # 2 - Break down assignments into specific tasks.  

 People responsible for projects must determine and plan their 

respective activities. 

 Break down the project into manageable tasks and subtasks in order 

they are needed to be completed. 

 

 

 

 

Example on next page: 
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GOAL ASSIGNMENT TASKS 
1. Decrease 

customer 
complaints by 
10% in next 6 
months 

 conduct customer 
service survey 

 Implement action 
plan to bridge service 
gaps 

 

 Create survey 

 Determine mailing 
list 

 Mail surveys 

 Analyze results 

 Communicate results 
to team 

 Develop plan to 
address problem 
areas 

 Get support from 
leadership 

 Train and retrain 
supervisors and work 
force 

1a. Hire a new customer 
service representative 
by the end of the month 

 Recruit 
candidates 

 Make a hiring 
decision 

 Orient new 
employee 

 Write job posting 
and ad 

 Recruit from 
desired areas 

 Go to job fair 

 Screen resumes 
and select 3-5 

 Administer test 

 Interview top 
candidates 

 Evaluate data and 
feedback and 
decide 

 Extend offer 

 Send to 
orientation 

 Assign a peer 
coach 

 Schedule personal 
session with self 
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Step # 3 – Anticipate Resource Needs. 

A resource is any person, place, or item needed to perform the task. 

A. Determine the people needed to carry out each action. Ask:  

i. How many people will I need? 

ii. Who has the skill required? 

iii. Who will benefit by being involved?  

i. This is a great time to think of training and experience 

for someone you are developing. 

iv. Check availability of those you hope to involve. 

B. Determine the budget needed. 

i. Salaries and admin support services. 

ii. Supplies and material. 

iii. Permits 

iv. Equipment 

v. Training for unskilled staff. 

vi. Travel expenses. 

C. Determine other needed resources. 

i. Special facilities. 

ii. Access to information – books, tutorials, specialists, etc. 

iii. Cooperation from outside organization – legal, permits, etc. 

Step # 4 - Coordinate with inside team members as well as other 

departments. 

 Consider needs of other areas of the organization and the long-

term impact the plan will have on them. Ask: 

A. Will accomplishing our tasks leave other departments high 

and dry?  

B. Is your plan dependent on other departments for supplies 

and resources? 

C. Can you give them enough lead time to provide what you 

need?  

D. Are you willing to negotiate if needed with other 

departments? 
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E. Involving other departments in the planning phase helps 

gain trust, commitment, and collaboration. Why? It gives 

ownership to them and they feel valued.  

Step # 5 - Anticipate and plan for risks and opportunities. 

 Changes are inevitable. Your ability to deal effectively with 

challenges that arise during implementation of the plan will 

determine its success.  

 Anticipation of obstacles and challenges will help you prepare for 

back up plans or to make adjustments.  

A. Ask question to uncover potential risks and opportunities. 

 Which assumptions might be incorrect? 

 What are the potential changes in resources, needs, 

specifications, or technology? 

 Are upcoming policy changes, organizational shifts, or 

staffing adjustments that could affect the plan? 

 Will resources be easy to obtain? 

 Which tasks are complex? 

 What tasks are dependent on others? 

 Which tasks or resources have the greatest impact on 

the budget? 

B. Determine the significance of each risk and opportunity. 

 The bigger the risk, the more time needs to be spent 

on that area. 

C. Develop strategies and contingency plans.  
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KEY ACTION #3 – SCHEDULING 

 
Allocate appropriate amounts of time for completing own work and others’ 

work; avoid scheduling conflicts; develop timelines and milestones. 

 

Scheduling well goes a long way in building trust and reputation. To build 

and maintain the trust of others:  

  

 Meet deadlines and avoid last minute rushes. 

 Keep your commitments by getting all parts of the project done on 

time.  

 Build in lead time to acquire needed resources, equipment, 

information, etc. 

 Anticipate problems and formulate a backup plan. 

2 Steps of Effective Scheduling 

1. Develop a schedule for each project or assignment. 

2. Develop a master schedule for all your projects or assignments. 

Step # 1 – Develop a schedule for each project or assignment.  

After you determine the required action and resources needed, establish a 

schedule that ties specific time frames and dates. 

A. Determine the time frame needed to complete each action.  

Even the most detailed schedules can be thrown off course because of 

inaccurate time estimates. To estimate more accurately ask yourself: 

I. Are there any industry standards available for expected 

completion times for a project similar to ours? 

II. How long has it taken in the past for people to complete a 

similar task? 

III. How many people will be assigned to each task? 

IV. Have I scheduled each person too many hours per day 

(typically only five to six hours a day are productive)? 

V. Have I added buffer time to allow for unplanned events? 
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B. Determine task relationships. 

The dependence and interdependence of the assigned tasks will 

determine whether they can be done simultaneously or sequentially. 

 Identify independent tasks 

For example, an independent task that can be completed 

simultaneously is the creation of a product and the creation of the 

packaging it will ship in. 

 Identify dependent tasks 

A dependent task could be the writing of a report and the editing. 

Writing must be completed first and then the edits for final copy.  

 Identify critical path 

The critical path is the shortest time it would take to do all of the 

dependent tasks. Since one task is dependent on the previous one being 

completed, a delay would cause a domino effect on the remaining tasks.  

C. Use backward planning to schedule subtasks.  

“Begin with the end in mind.” ~ Steven Covey 

If a project needs to be completed by a fixed date, work backward from 

that date to schedule tasks, especially subtasks. “Backward planning” 

involves first estimating when tasks on the critical path need to be 

completed to meet the deadline. Then, once you’ve set those dates, 

schedule the other tasks. 

Example: Annual report needs to be printed by end of February. Tasks on the critical 
path are printing the report, laying it out, editing, and writing. It could look like this: 

Printing….Feb. 15-28 
Cover letter….Feb. 26 
Mailing list…Feb. 15-25 
Lay out…Feb. 1-15 
Graphics…Jan. 15-Feb. 1 
Editing….Jan. 15-Feb.  
Writing First Draft…Oct. 15-Jan. 15 
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If your schedule exceeds the time allowed to complete the project, either 

find ways to reduce estimated time or move the deadline. To reduce time, 

consider the following:  

 Reevaluate tasks relationships to see if some can be done 

simultaneously. 

 Break down a larger task into smaller subtasks that can be 

performed at the same time. 

 Start tasks sooner in the process. 

 Outsource tasks. 

 Use people with higher skill levels to who can complete the tasks 

more quickly 

 Increase time commitment for part time personnel or add staff. 

 Extend working hours to weekends and overtime. 

D. Determine milestones and their completion dates.  

 Milestones are key checkpoints in a project such as a delivery 

date, deadlines, etc. Use them to evaluate and report progress, 

determine whether or not the project is on track, and anticipate 

missed deadlines.  

E. Present the schedule graphically. Use an Excel, Gantt or Pert chart to 

visualize. 

F. Anticipate and plan for missed deadlines. 

Ask yourself the following questions to uncover potential missed 

deadlines: 

 Did I schedule enough time to complete the tasks (especially if 

some are new)? 

 What are some of the potential delays that might occur? 

 Have I met with other departments to consider possible factors or 

delays in their departments that might affect our project? 
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Step # 2 – Develop a master schedule of all your projects/assignments. 

Draw up tentative schedules for each project or assignment. Then develop 

a master schedule to give you a broad view of all projects, assignments, and 

appointments. 

A. Schedule events. 

 Record all the events you are scheduled to attend in from now 

until the deadline of the project. 

 Block out any time you need to prepare for those events. 

B. Schedule tasks to meet short- and long-term deadlines. 

 List all deadlines from beginning of the project to end on your 

calendar. 

 Block off plenty of time before each deadline to give you 

enough time to prepare to meet the deadline. 

 Keep in mind to block off non-urgent and unimportant tasks 

and communicated to your team that you will be delegating 

those tasks. 

 Continually update your calendar and to-do list. 

C. Schedule miscellaneous time. 

 Schedule time each day to do routine activities-things only you 

must do and things others can’t do. 

 Schedule time each day to tie up loose ends and to catch up on 

previous activities.  

 DO NOT BLOCK OFF ALL OF YOUR TIME! Unexpected things will 

happen most days, so don’t over schedule! 

Review you master schedule at the beginning of each day when 

doing your daily planning. Keeping it fresh in your mind helps to 

ensure you don’t conflict with scheduled appointments, deadlines, 

and high priority items.  

Make a decision and manage ‘it’. If not indecision will manage you! 
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Key Action #4 - Leveraging Resources 

 Stewardship: The responsible overseeing and protection of something 

considered worth caring for and preserving. 

The managing of resources is an integral part of being a good manager. Like 

anything else, if plans are not made on how resources will be acquired, 

distributed, and paid for, the whole management system will suffer. 

Resources are not limited to physical items such as supplies and materials, 

but also of time and effort. Great managers are efficient with all resources 

and make sure everyone values this function as much as any other function 

of planning and executing a project. 

5 Steps to Leveraging Resources Effectively 

1. Plan allocation of resources. 

2. Make personal assignments. 

3. Delegate your workload. 

4. Look for opportunities to reduce material and equipment costs. 

5. Streamline or standardize processes. 

Do you need to accomplish more with less? When you plan an assignment 

or project, look for opportunities to accomplish more with fewer resources 

without sacrificing quality.  

Your ultimate goal is to ensure that you have the appropriate quantity of 

resources – not too much, or too little – and that they are assigned to the 

right people and places.  

Remember, you usually get what you pay for. Some resources are cheaper 

and will save you initially, but usually cost you more in the long run.  

A resource is any person, place, or item to perform a task. People are 

always your greatest resource and leading them well will be your greatest 

asset to managing successfully.  
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Step #1-Plan allocation of resources. 

Resource planning involves obtaining all the people, materials, equipment, 

facilities, supplies, and information to perform each task in time to meet 

your deadlines. Follow these steps to ensure you have what you need: 

 Make a list of all resources you will need for each task and subtask. 

 Determine the deadline for obtaining each resource. (This is 

important! Waiting on one item could hold several people and teams 

up!) 

 Determine the availability of each resource ahead of time. 

 Place the orders or delegate to someone far enough in advance to 

meet deadlines. 

Step #2 – Make personnel assignments. 

Before making assignments and schedules, check with the availability of 

those involved. Things such as vacations, holidays, work limitations, etc.  

To optimize personnel assignments, ask yourself these questions.  

 In which areas is each person most skillful? 

 Are people assigned to tasks that take advantage of their highest skill 

levels?  

 Do I have the most qualified and skilled people assigned to the most 

important tasks. 

 Is there any down time that will enable people to work on other 

priorities? 

 Do any of the assignments provide a development opportunity for 

some of our associates? 

 Should I, and can I borrow some resources from other departments 

to save money? 

 Is there any possible redundancy scheduled? Do I have possible 

double scheduling of tasks? 
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Step #3 – Delegate your workload. 

Delegating properly is necessary to avoid overcommitting and overworking 

on your part. You cannot oversee the entire project if you are tied up doing 

work that others can and should be doing. 

Delegating properly is also beneficial to those being delegated to. But 

remember, delegation without equipping and empowering members of the 

team will cause frustration for everyone. No one is perfect, mistakes will be 

made, but are part of the process of learning, adjusting, and growing. After 

the project is completed, the relationships will either be stronger or 

weaker. Effective delegation will determine how well you and others do on 

the next project.  

Step #4 – Look for opportunities to reduce material and equipment costs. 

 Check to see of you already have material or equipment that can be 

used. 

 Explore 2-3 sources before committing to purchasing or leasing the 

needed resources. 

 Weigh out quality, cost, short-term pros and cons, as well as long-

term. Remember, you usually get what you pay for. Determine what 

you want, what you have to work with, and then decide. 

Step #5 – Streamline or standardize processes.  

 Always be looking for cost and time saving opportunities.  

 Be sure to communicate to others to do the same and be sure to 

recognize their efforts when they contribute to streamlining and 

saving.  
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Key Action #5 – Stay Focused 

“One reason so few of us achieve what we truly want is that we never direct our 

focus; we never concentrate our power. Most people dabble their way through 

life, never deciding to master anything in particular.” Tony Robbins 

Using time effectively and preventing irrelevant issues from distracting and 

interfering with work completion. 

A well-drawn plan enables a manager to focus. We are all human and have 

the capacity to lose focus, so spending time making a good plan will enable 

you to refocus when you get distracted, and you will get distracted. It’s not 

a matter of when, but a matter of how quickly you will be able to get back 

to your plan. 

Many things happen during the day that can draw you away from your plan 

and eventually your success. A good manager uses time effectively and 

prevents irrelevant issues and distractions from interfering with work being 

completed. 

7 Steps to Stay Focused 

1. Assess your current work patterns. 

2. Learn how to say “no.” 

3. Use planning tools as reminders of future events and deadlines. 

4. Avoid interruptions. 

5. Organize your work environment. 

6. Handle paperwork effectively. 

7. Use technology efficiently.  

. 

“Leaders who are completely immersed in their life-work, who with 

singleness of mind pursue their mission, tend to exhibit a greater authority 

than others.” J.E. Haggai-The Influential Leader 
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Step #1- Assess your current work patterns.  

 Assess how you currently spend your time. An activity log or planner 

may be a good tool to use. 

 Develop an action plan for the results you find and implement it 

immediately. 

 Identify patterns and identify your energy zone. 

 Schedule the toughest and most complex tasks during your peak 

energy time. 

Step #2 – Learn how to say “no.”  

 Learn to say “no” when you have a more important “yes.” 

 If a new request has a lower priority than what you already have to 

do say “no” firmly, but politely. 

 Briefly explain why and offer other suggestions when possible. 

 People will appreciate your honesty when you explain why and 

respect your desire to help them find an alternative source of help. 

 Saying yes to a lower priority will affect your own stress level and 

performance at the tasks you need to do. In time, this will affect 

everyone, the project, and the deadline. 

Step #3 -Use planning tools as reminders of future events and deadlines. 

It’s impossible for anyone to remember everything that needs to be done 

every day. Planning tools are excellent reminders for deadlines, time 

commitments, and even personal things such as birthdays, anniversaries, 

and special occasions. 

 Use a calendar, to-do list, or scheduling software. (Most smart 

phones have all of these now.) 

 Create a tracking system to keep log of when an assignment was 

completed or order received. 

 Schedule at least ten minutes per day to review your calendar and 

to-do lists before leaving for the day. This is another good time to 

look at your overall activities plan. 
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 Move what was not completed to the next day if not completed 

today. 

 At the beginning of each day, review your schedule and to-do list. 

 There are many types of to-do lists available, some free on the web. 

Pick the one that suits your needs, personality, and style.  

Step # 4 - Avoid interruptions.  

The quality and quantity of your work will improve when you have time to 

concentrate without interruptions.  

 When activities require your full concentration, schedule chunks of 

time to complete them. 

 Let others know this time is booked an you don’t want to be 

disturbed. 

 Commit this “quiet time” despite temptations of other activities 

(phone calls, conversations, etc.). 

o Equip and empower others to handle emergencies that arise, 

take you phone calls, etc.  

o A good tip to handle your own cell phone messages is to set up 

an automatic response letting others know you will return 

their call or message at a specific time. 

 Example: “I’m sorry I cannot take your call right now. I am tied up 

with a very important task at the moment but will return your call 

between the hours of ________. If this is a medical emergency, 

please contact our ___________ and he/she can get me the message 

immediately.” (This takes a short time to set up but will avoid 

misunderstandings and give you uninterrupted time.) 

 Make sure you have materials and resources you will need to 

complete your uninterrupted work. 

 If you have direct reports, schedule regular update meetings with 

each person to answer questions and delegate assignments. 

o Keep meetings on track, keep a file for each associate with 

discussable items. Regularly scheduled meetings help avoid 

interruptions. 
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 Despite your best planning and intentions, some interruptions will 

occur when you are in the middle of something. Stand to 

communicate the conversation will be brief, ask if the discussion can 

wait, and schedule a time to follow-up with it later. 

 If you are a person who has a hard time concentrating for extended 

periods of time, break the task down into smaller tasks and schedule 

short breaks in-between. 

Step #5 – Organize your work environment. 

Organizing your work environment to allow easy access to information and 

materials prevents barriers to work flow and minimizes distractions. The 

following hints will increase your productivity and focus by cutting the time 

spent looking for what you need. 

A. Organize your work area. 

 Clear off work surfaces and make drawers easily accessible. Do 

not use work surfaces for storage. Only use them for your 

current activity. 

 Do some housecleaning. Throw away what is not needed. 

 Use in and out baskets, file drawers and labeled folders to 

organize papers. 

 Store your supplies and tools in drawers. 

 Take a few minutes each day to clear off work surfaces and 

prepare for the next day. 

B. Organize access to information. 

 Keep working files you frequently use close at hand and those 

you only refer to once in a while further away. 

 Post information you use regularly (telephone numbers, 

addresses, account codes) in a visible place. 

 Keep a record of information you receive from others (file for 

that person if possible) so you won’t have to request it again. 

 Document decisions, information, and agreed upon actions 

others will need again. 

 Prepare a reference manual for frequently used information.  
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 A digital folder for links and documents. Categorize files in 

separate directories and subdirectories. Use self-explanatory 

names for your files. 

 When possible use contact manager software to automate 

your customer/client files. 

C. Organize materials and supplies. 

 Make a list of materials and supplies you always need and 

those you only need for certain tasks. Allow five minutes at the 

end of each day to ensure you have everything you need for 

the next morning. Make sure all equipment and tools are 

working properly. (Five minutes today might save the entire 

team several hours during the day; remember the 

compounding effect of time.) 

 Organize supplies, materials, and information so others can 

access them on their own as needed and be sure to 

communicate to them not only about where they are at, but 

about procedures to keep them organized. 

D. Handle paperwork effectively. 

 Don’t read everything you receive.  

i. Scan it and be selective. Read the most relevant 

information. Highlight it if you need to come back to it 

again in the future. 

 Eliminate unnecessary paperwork. 

i. Take time on the front end to take yourself off of mailing 

lists, unsubscribe from email promotions, etc.  

ii. If you generate reports for others, make sure they really 

need them. Don’t overwhelm members of the team with 

mail they feel they have to read. 

 Act on an item as soon as you receive it. 

i. If paperwork requires immediate response, take care of 

it immediately. If it requires delegation, delegate it 

immediately. Don’t waste time adding an action to your 

to-do list, prioritizing it, sorting it, and then reading it 
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again. By doing so, you prevent unnecessary clutter that 

hinders your concentration on your priorities. 

ii. If you are unable to handle the paperwork immediately, 

don’t waste time looking at it and reviewing it. This will 

hinder your concentration. Instead, designate a time 

when you can complete it and put it in an appropriate 

area. 

Step #7 - Use technology efficiently. 

In today’s world and with the use of smart phones that have so many Apps 

with notifications, it is easy to waste tremendous amounts of time 

responding or even viewing those notifications. 

Depending on your particular role in your organization, there is a need for 

some Apps and notifications. But, most are not and will hinder your 

productivity and the team’s productivity. Boundaries must be set and 

examples set by the leader. 

Today, conversational etiquette has taken quite a turn. Many times leaders 

will be having a face to face conversation with a person and stop to take a 

phone call or to respond to a text. This is disrespectful for the person 

waiting to finish the face to face conversation and sets a poor example for 

others in the conversation.  

For example: A customer service representative is having a face to face 

interaction with a client or customer and the phone rings. The 

representative picks up the phone and handles a transaction for the person 

on the phone. This is a lot like a customer skipping line at the register isn’t 

it? We all would consider this disrespectful and rude. But, the customer on 

the line doesn’t know about the person the representative was speaking to 

when the phone rang. He or she wasn’t being rude by calling, but the 

person standing in line still “feels” disrespected.  

A good way for the representative to handle the situation would be to tell 

the person who was speaking face to face: “Excuse me for just a moment, I 

have to get this.” Answer the phone in a way similar to this: “Thank you for 
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holding, I’ll be with you as soon as I take care of my customer in line. If you 

can’t hold, please call back as soon as possible.” 

An even better way is to ask someone else to take your call while you are 

speaking to your customer, or to silence your phone and send the call to 

voice mail.  

Talk about this in the group at the end of the session. 

A. Schedule time slots for receiving and returning calls and messages. 

 If other people are screening calls and taking messages, make 

sure they gather complete information, including the caller’s full 

name, reason for calling, and the time he or she will be available 

for a return call. Complete messages help you to prepare for an 

efficient return call. 

 If you have voice mail, be sure to ask for complete information 

from the caller. 

 Avoid phone tag. If the person isn’t available, find out when he or 

she will be available and only call back at that time. 

 When leaving a message, specify why you are calling and when 

you will be available to receive the return call. 

 Unless two way conversation is absolutely necessary, save time 

for both of you by leaving needed information on voice mail 

rather than calling again and possibly getting tied up in a lengthy, 

and often unnecessary conversation.  

 If a message can be handled by someone else, forward it. 

 Listen to the majority of your messages at a designated time of 

day, preferably at a time you can return them. 

 Record messages on your calendar or planner if you need to 

follow up later. 

B. Manage email efficiently and effectively. 

 Try to only deal with an email once. 

 Skim the message and decide if it is relevant or not. Delete it if it 

is not. 

 Create folders and give relevant names to those folders. Create 

subfolders for multifaceted projects or topics. 
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 Avoid checking email every time you receive a new message. 

 Set email checking and responding times. Discipline yourself with 

time limits. 

 Creating a disciplined system that works for you (and your 

assistant if you have one) will save you valuable time and 

unclutter your mind to focus on important tasks.  

 If you are responsible for sending email updates and information 

take care to make sure you set up specific times of the day and 

week to help those you lead to avoid spending time checking 

email throughout the day. (This is very important. Sometimes 

people feel obligated to respond to your email and lose their 

focus as well.) 
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Actions to Avoid 

Here are some things to avoid: 

12. Moving From Crisis to Crisis 

13. Procrastination 

14. Setting Wrong Priorities 

15. Overcommitting 

16. Doesn’t Anticipate Risks and Opportunities 

17. Fails to Take Advantage of Available Resources 

18. Failing to Coordinate Schedule and Activities with Others 

19. Developing Elaborate Plans for Simple Assignments 

20. Resisting the Need for Changing Priorities, Plans, or Schedules 

when Necessary 

21. Emphasizing Plans and Efficiency at the Expense of Relationships 

22. Spending too Much Time Organizing and Never Getting Work 

Done 

 

1. Move From Crisis to Crisis 

 Many people spend their work lives handling crises, without 

planning. They lose sight of what’s important and what is 

urgent and bad habits are created. No one intends to, but 

habits are powerful, and good habits take discipline to create 

and maintain. Planning is a discipline that every good manager 

must do, it’s not optional.  

 When you create a plan, you prevent crises by anticipating 

problems and developing strategies to avoid them. Planning 

helps detect problems early and handle them before they 

escalate. Just as importantly, it helps identify possible 

opportunities and to take advantage of them.  
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2. Procrastination 

 Doesn’t do important things first. Putting unpleasant and risky 

tasks until later in the day when energy levels are low. “Eat the 

Frog!” 

 Missing deadlines. This is important not only to be effective an 

efficient, but erodes trust which will hurt you in the long run. 

 Doesn’t fulfill commitments. Trust, character, and reputation 

are on the line. 

 Waiting until the last minute to finish important tasks. 

 Coming to meetings late or unprepared thus wasting other 

people’s time. 

 Putting off ordinary tasks until they become a crisis. 

Many times people procrastinate because they feel overwhelmed by 

all the tasks they need to complete. They don’t know where to begin, 

so they don’t do anything or do unrelated busy work. To help get 

started in these situations: 

 Do small tasks first. Don’t put these items on your to-do list or 

your “later” pile. 

 Identify and mark items that cannot or should not be 

immediately addressed to your later pile. Doing some of the 

smaller items quickly and efficiently builds momentum and 

renews your confidence.  

3. Setting inappropriate priorities. 

Though people generally agree that the most important things 

should be done first, it is easy to get off target and pursue activities 

that aren’t consistent with individual or organizational goals. Here 

are some of those kind of activities: 

 What people enjoy doing the most or know how to do well. 

 Things that are easy or quick. (This doesn’t apply to the 

principle we just spoke of. Doing these kinds of things are okay 

when you are overwhelmed and don’t know what to do first.) 

 Fulfilling other people’s requests. 
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 What others are complaining about. 

Focused and efficient people who concentrate on the wrong goals 

are like travelers who look at a map upside down: They’ll arrive 

somewhere, but it’ll be the wrong destination. Before taking action, 

prioritize to make sure you’re doing the most important tasks first. 

Ask yourself, your manager, and colleagues if the tasks you are 

spending the most energy and time on are consistent with your 

organizational, departmental, and your goals. 

4. Overcommitting 

When people attempt to do too much, the cost can be great in terms of: 

 Missed deadlines 

 Broken commitments 

 Damaged relationships 

 Wasted time of your own and others. 

 Frequent overtime used 

There are many reasons why people overcommit: 

 Cannot say no and try to please everyone. 

 They think everything is important and must be done now. 

 They fail to delegate work. 

 They overestimate how much can be done in a given amount 

of time. 

How do you avoid becoming overcommitted? 

 Say “no” politely and firmly when you have a more important 

“yes” on your agenda. 

 Prioritize by identifying what’s really important and what’s 

not. Then drop the unimportant activities. 

 Delegate effectively. 

 When scheduling, estimate actual time needed and build a 

cushion to account for the unexpected. 
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5. Doesn’t anticipate risks and opportunities. 

 Even the best plans can be thrown off track unless people take 

precautions. When people don’t anticipate possible risks, 

routine issues become crises that divert attention from other 

priorities and stress builds. Moreover, missed opportunities 

can result as well. 

6. Fails to take advantage of available resources. 

 Many people fall into the trap of repeatedly using the same 

resources because of past success. Burnout or breakdown can 

occur.  

7. Failing to coordinate schedule and activities with others. 

Consistent and clear communication is needed on all levels concerning 

desired outcomes, goals, schedules, payoffs, and consequences. A 

broken link in communication can cause missed deadlines and poor 

performance on one or more levels.  

8. Developing elaborate plans for simple assignments. 

Sometimes plans sink because their level of detail exceeds what is needed. Too 

much detail confuses people, leaving them unable to follow the blueprint. The 

detail of the plan should match the complexity of the task.  

To determine the appropriate amount of detail: 

 Keep your audience in mind. Who needs to understand and 

implement the plan? Focus on the features that are important to 

them. 

 Ask other stakeholders if the plan provides the information that is 

most useful for them and ask if you’ve overlooked anything.  

9. Resisting the need for changing priorities, plans, or schedules when 

necessary. 

 As your project assignment or project progresses, there are likely 

to be changes. Examples include: 

i. Customer/client requests revisions. 

ii. Key stakeholders change the project scope. 

iii. Planned resources become unavailable. 
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iv. New resources become available. 

v. Equipment breaks down. 

vi. Materials don’t arrive when scheduled. 

vii. The organization changes priorities. 

viii. The political, economic, or technology environment 

changes. 

ix. People move on, new people come onboard, family 

emergencies, etc.  

 When circumstances change, you often must adapt your plans. 

Adjusting to changing priorities, plans, and schedules can be 

difficult, especially after your investment of time and energy. Not 

being ready to change if needed costs everyone involved. Be 

honest with yourself when questioning why you don’t want to 

change. 

10.  Emphasizing plans and efficiency at the expense of relationships. 

 Some people get so immersed in prioritizing, planning, scheduling, 

leveraging resources, and staying focused that they damage their 

relationships with others. Yet those relationships are crucial to 

accomplishing those critical parts of the project. 

 There are blueprints for managing tasks and schedules, but it is 

not so cut and dried when it comes to managing people. Building 

relationships takes time. By emphasizing plans an deficiency at 

the expense of people, you send a message that: 

i. People are unimportant compared to the task at hand. 

ii. Their input doesn’t matter. 

iii. They are simply “resources” whose goal is to accomplish 

more tasks in less time. 

iv. They are obstacles or interruptions to the work “you” have 

to do. 

 By treating people this way, you risk destroying the relationships 

that are critical to your success.  
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11.  Spending too much time organizing and never getting work done. 

 Some people love and get attached to planning and organizing 

that they never get to the actual work. Some linger because it is 

more comfortable than actually doing the work.  

 Balance the time you spend planning and organizing with the time 

you spend doing the work.  

Tips and Resources to Kick-Start Your Planning 

 Keep a to-do list. 

 Prioritize your tasks and commitments. 

 Use calendars, planners, and other organizing tools. 

 Use voice mail, email, and messaging to avoid lengthy conversations 

when possible and appropriate. 

 Make phone calls in batches-set up your voice mail tailored to your 

work day and ask for relevant information to prepare for your call-

back time. 

 Establish and communicate time limits for meetings and discussions. 

 Do your homework before meeting with or presenting to others. 

 Leave enough time in your schedule for unexpected interruptions. 

Look for workshops that address the following: 

 Time management. 

 Targeting top priorities. 

 Coordinating with people, equipment, and materials. 

 Communication  

 Methods of tracking progress. 

 Develop your soft skills, communication-listening/speaking/written, team 

building, etc. 

Recommended books: 

 The Four Disciplines of Execution: Achieving Your Wildly Important Goals by Chris 

McChesney 

 Take the Stairs by Rory Vaden 

 Good to Great by Jim Collins 

 The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Steven R. Covey 

 Gung Ho! by Ken Blanchard & Sheldon Bowles  


